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University of California Davis — Bodega Marine Laboratory
USA

UCDAVIS Bodega Marine Laboratory
2099 Westside Rd,
Bodega Bay
CA 94923

Model: Vulcan S10

Installation Water main of the Bodega  
Area: marine housing dormitories

Installed by: Quest Green Solutions

 www.questgreensolutions.com  +1 (707) 578-604

Vulcan S10 installed on water main for Bodega housing dormitories  

Model: Vulcan S25

Installation Cold water pipe of the   
Area: main Bodega Laboratory

Installed by: Quest Green Solutions

Vulcan S25 installed on cold water pipe for the Bodega marine laboratory 
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CWT  Quest Green Solutions
Distributor: P.O. Box 6662  
  Santa Rosa
  California
  USA

Location: University Of California
  Merced, California

 
  
   

University Of California 
Merced

5200 Lake Rd,
Merced

CA, 95340

Model:  Vulcan S100

Installation Installation  of the Vulcan  
Area:  S100 on the main cold   
  water line 

UC MERCED
 UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, 

Florida State University — Biomedical
USA
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University of California Merced
USA

Florida State University
600 W. College Avenue
Tallahassee
FL 32306

Dear Ackuritlabs Team,

Please fi nd below photos of the Vulcan Descaler installed in the Florida State University Biomedical Facility. 

These pictures are of a stainless steel rack washer and conveyer steam washer, after the Vulcan units were 
installed on the entire Biomedical Research Building.

Regards,

The Florida State Bio-medical Team

 

  

 

Installed by Ackuritlabs, Inc. 3345B North Monroe St Tallahassee, FL  32303

Vulcan unit installed on water main Stainless steel rack washer now completely scale free

Conveyer steam washer
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Beijing University of Chemical Technology
China

Vulcan S25 for solving the shower 
head scaling problem.

The student dormitory of 
Beijing University  of Chemical 
Technology.

After installing Vulcan for 2 
months, the scale of shower 
head has been reduced.

Repair Service Center
Beij ing Univers i ty of 
Chemical Technology

Beijing University  of Chemical Technology

Dear Christiani Wassertechnik GmbH (CWT),

Due to the shower head scaling problem in Changping student dormitory in 
Beijing University of Chemical Technology, the water was getting reduced after a 
month, and the shower head was blocked completely after two to three months. 
The scale was very hard, so we even had to use the 1.8mm driller to remove 
it. In addition, the drinking water heater in the student dormitory was scaled 
badly, two heating elements were completely scaled and no longer useful after 
one semester, we had to hire cleaning workers regularly, and the damage rate of 
heating elements was extremely high.

When I saw Vulcan products introduced by your distributor-Beijing North Xinhu 
Mechatronics Co., Ltd, we doubted if such a simple product could solve our scaling 
problem. Let's try and see.

We installed 2 Vulcan to test: one S25 for shower heads in the student bathroom; 
one S10 for heating elements of drinking water. After 2 months, no scale was 
found on the shower heads, only saw a thin layer of white membrane, and it was 
easy to remove. Also, the scale of heating elements were significantly reduced, 
Vulcan greatly extends the time of manual cleaning.

Through this test, we are very satisfied with Vulcan products with no doubts. 
Strongly recommended!

Kind regards,
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Irrigation for a Football Field
Saudi Arabia

Dear Mr. Christiani,

Reference to the above mentioned subject, we have installed VULCAN S100. After a year, the result 
on irrigation water for the natural grass football fields was very satisfactory.

The company which is behind the maintenance of football fields feeling well, they have sent re-
ports to the Saudi Government Sports Ministry they wrote on their reports that there's good result 
on using this devices.

I have attached herewith pictures showing you from the start and until we have get a good result. 
For your information and references.

Engr. Ziad Sabbagh
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Hartwall Ice Hockey Arena
Finland

f,fARTWALl 
A R E E N A 

HARTWALL AREENA 

Helsinki Halli Oy 

Areenakuja J. FIN--00240 Helsinki 

Tel. +358 (0)204 1997, Fax +358 (0)204 1994 
Internet: http://www.hartwall-areena.com 

Hartwall - Areena
Areenankuja 1 
FI-00240 Helsinki,
Finland 

CWT-Christiani Wassertechnik GmbH 
Herr Rolf Christiani 
Köpenicker Str. 154 
10997 Berlin 

Dear Sir

We have been using CWT-Christiani Wassertechnik GmbhVulcan
water treatment equipment in our ice hockey hall Hartwall Arena.

We are using many 
 

sizes of Vulcan for several heating/cooling 
equipment in our water system:

Vulcan 5000

Vulcan S 25

- Vulcan S 100.

We have realibility with these systems and have been most satisfied
in using them. 

Vulcan is a high-quality and great solution to different kind of
premises. 

Yours sincerely,

Hartwall - Areena

/�-��� ;>ariVäananen
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Installation details

Model:    Vulcan S25

Location:   Ice Land, New Jersey

Installation area:  Treats water used for ice production

Installed by:   Princeton Management Advisory and Consulting LLC

Vulcan S25 installed at Ice Land, New Jersey

25 Route 31 South, Suite PMB 2005, Pennington, NJ 08534   www.vulcan-descaler-new-jersey.com

Ice Land Stadium
USA

LANCE BUTCHER, 
Gelorup, Western Australia

Water treatment system against scale and rust by CWT

May 2011

My wife and I live on a 5 acre property at Gelorup, 20 minutes south of Bunbury in Western 
Australia. Our local water contains high levels of rust, which was causing enormous 
problems with our reticulation system. Large quantities of iron sludge and chips would build 
up in the piping system and block the solenoids and individual sprinklers. The situation 
was getting us both down. It seemed like the sprinklers were continually blocked and I was 
replacing the solenoids every six months.

Within three months of installing the CWT water treatment system the rust residual and 
sludge disappeared. I was staggered by the results. The pipe was completely clear and 
there were no signs of the iron scale at all.

A reliable and clean sprinkler system is very important for us to maintain a 
healthy garden which contains more than 200 rose bushes and half an acre of 
trees and cottage garden. Our horse paddocks are also under reticulation. The 
CWT system has saved me an enormous amount of time and money and I’m no  
longer cleaning sprinkler heads or replacing the solenoids in the reticulation system.

The results have been so successful we are now planning a major expansion of the  
garden and bird aviary. I would recommend this product for anyone who lives in a hard 
water area in Australia. They’re simple to install and maintenance free.

Lance Butcher from Western Australian enjoying his clean sprinkler system after installing the Vulcan Descaler
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Terrassa Sports Centre
Spain

Vulcan Spain
C/ Ample, 45 Bajos
08225 Terraasa

Dear Mr. Mio,

We have installed the Vulcan descaling device at the Salobreña 
sports centre in order to combat the various limescale problems and 
to ensure the preservation of this sporting facility. This facility 
has a 25m long swimming pool, as well as a full gymnasium with all 
types of weight machines, treadmills, ellipticals and stair masters.

I am happy to report that we have seen excellent results after the 
Vulcan installation, and we are sincerely happy for the great service 
provided by Vulcan Spain.

We are now studying the feasibility of installing the Vulcan Descaler 
at the other council building and facilities in Terrassa.

Thanks

Miguel Castaño Gonzaley
Manager of Tourism and Sports in the City of Salobreña
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RM Fitness Centre
Spain

RM FITNESS CENTRE

To Vulcan Spain,

Since we installed the Vulcan S25 in our facilities, according to our customers and maintence managers, we 
have significantly noticed the effectiveness of Vulcan in our facilities.

We have noticed the descaling of the pipes, reduced scale in the boilers/appliances and a significant saving in 
chemicals and electricity costs.

The skin and hair feels softer, and we have reduced the cost of cleaning products. 

Electricity costs are much lower because Vulcan annual consumption is very low. 

We removed the conventional softener we had since the opening of the gym, thus saving expenses of salt and 
water.
 
Therefore we want to congratulate Vulcan Spain for the right solution that you have brought to us to solve the 
problem of lime in the water.

Ernesto Betancourt.


